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Created in Amsterdam by Eric Ruts and Jacob Kooijman. Evolvation is a class based and fast paced multiplayer arena space
flying shooter.

Class based multiplayer action

With classes like Highspeed, Fighter, Tank, Stealth and Support.

Extensive upgrading system for customized spaceships
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Thousands of possible combinations in the Hangar.

Instant multiplayer Action

An arena-like multiplayer space flying shooter which never stops to have action. It is a game which does not require extensive
game hours in order to keep up with your friends. But still some amazing perks can be acquired by gaining experience points.

Perfect game to play with Friends
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Host or join a game in a split of a second.

Join us at Discord

Join the community to play, help developing or whatever you would like to do. We are establishing a great community with
people help translating, making 3D models, composite music, host their own servers etc. Join the discord via the following link:

https://discord.gg/qWkaTGQ

Play the game
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We hope to see you in game. The game is still under heavy development but already fun to play. Feel free to let us know how we
can improve the game or contribute via the Discord server.
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Title: Evolvation
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation
Developer:
HyperReuts
Publisher:
HyperReuts
Release Date: 6 Feb, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: 64-Bit or 32-Bit Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5-2400 | AMD FX-6100, or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX10 Compatible GPU, NVIDIA GeForce 470 GTX or AMD Radeon 6870 HD series card or higher

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 7 GB available space

Additional Notes: It is possible to run the game on lower specs than what is noted as minimum, but we do not recommend it.
These minimum specs are of really low graphics quality but it does not affect the gameplay, only the graphics.

English
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A fast and exciting game with non stop action. I especially enjoy the freedom of an enire arena in which you are free to fly
around in all directions to locate and shoot your opponents.. I played the closed beta, so my review might be subjective. But I
still bought the game.
I\u2019m most excited about the schip buiding, you can keep upgrading. It\u2019s really nice to look forward buying a second
ship too and you can feel the difference really good. I just bought a Support ship which fits my play style (better control, but
more survivability).
I did have to get used to the controls, took me a solid 30 minutes. I changed some controls too (I\u2019m left handed). I never
really played a space game like this so moving around without having a fixed horizon made it hard to navigate. Later I got the
know some arena\u2019s and got used to the play style. Now I\u2019m in full control B-)
Great game! Looking forward to anything new! The ship designs are awesome!. Note: I did play the closed beta. So do as you
like with this review.

The game is already pretty playable. Though it is difficult to get grasp of the controls at start and constantly dying of flying
against many obstacles, the game gets really good once you get the hang of it. The game still runs and looks okay on my old
laptop and is very well playable. If you like spacegames, this game will not bore you.. Great game! Graphics are astonishing.
Espeicaly for a two man team. It keeps surprising me that the game like this is made only with two friends. If you can create
this, i wonder that you could make with more support...

The controls are kind of hard at the beginning. But once I got used to them I became quite good. Class based multiplayer is a
nice touch, the class abilities supply the game with a cool dynamic.

If you like spacegames, action and flight. This is your game!

Sure, there are not many players. But I think this is a great game to support. One day, this game will be played by a lot of
people. You have my support.. game looks great tbh. Love it! One of the greastest games I ever played which is made by a "two-
man-army". I am really impressed and believe this game and the devs have so much potential. Keep up the good work! I
recommend this game for everyone that would love to be in the starting phase of a high potential game. I also see that the devs
are commincting very openly with the community and therefore a lot of people contribute to the game. I will certainly try to
help to make this game one of the best fast paced space shooters in the upcoming years. 10\/10
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